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Introduction
People-oriented environment, social inclusive community with exemplar
environmental performance are the key objectives of this NKIL6556
Project to revitalise from a former international airport site in Kai Tak
District in Hong Kong, into a sustainable hub for community.
The Project strategic location at the heart of former Kai Tak airport site:
• Surrounded by residential blocks and adjacent to industrial districts
which represents typical high dense urban context
• Exposed to the most important sports infrastructure in recent
decades in Hong Kong and connecting to extensive open spaces
The Project embodied Nan Fung’s history (the developer) of textile
manufacturing, with sustainnovation implementation to the building
design the Project writes the role as Green Weaver to thread the
normal daily activities of the public to sustainable living and ultimately,
steer on advanced green features, heritage conservation, high mobility
and smart on this 1.7 hectares of bare land in Central Business District
2 (CBD2). The total building gross floor area is up to 177,670 m2.

Green Commutation for Public
Adjacently connected to the public cycling path, this Project aims to build
low-carbon community in Kai Tak District by attracting more cyclers with a
bicycle-friendly” environment and brand-new bicycle-parking experience.
To avoid bicycle “pollution” due to uncontrollable bicycle parking and
storage, and to address bicycle users frequent complaint of far-away
outdoor storage area, The first automatic underground bicycle parking in
Hong Kong is introduced.
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‘CO6 Metrics’ Framework & Achievement
The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (UNSDG) inspired
the team as design blueprint for sustainable neighborhood, not only
occupants inside building. The team has developed the Sustainability
Development Framework – CO6 Metrics for this project. Every
sustainable detail has been carefully crafted following this framework and
pioneered the first-ever building in Hong Kong target at the highest rating
of five green building certifications: LEED, BEAM Plus New Building,
BEAM Plus Neighborhood, WELL and China Green Building Label.

Conspicuous Performance & Consumption by Consumer

Comfort in Pleasant Outdoor
By passive mean, wind ventilation study was employed in early design
stage, to customize site-relevant wind enhancement features including:
A. Setback design of Colonnade and building northwest and west
boundary and at north retail block.
B. Chamfer corner design at the southwest retail block and southeast
office block creates stepping terrace for open-view balcony for and
better summer wind penetration.
C. Climate Grommet between towers is the ventilation bay optimized. It
gives channel for annual prevailing wind passing and sweep above
the retail block down to the ground pedestrian level.
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Innovative Active Cooling Means - AIU and Cooling Seating
Subtropical region is always prone to uncontrollable extreme hot &
humid weather in summer and stagnant weather due to congested
building complex. Innovative technologies are the solutions.
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Place-making - Open Space Formulation
To nurture human interaction, the development cascades from office tower
to retail podium to offer lush open-air rooftop, terraces and ground for
more open space shaping with cultural, social, public engaging activities.
Total greenery covers more than 30% site area with wide view to sea.
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Architectural Integrated Air
Induction Unit (AIU)
Inducing and increasing air
movement by high-speed air
ejection improves air stagnancy
and gives comfortable gentle wind
of 1m/s at occupant level.

Peltier Cool Seating
Thermoelectric panel take always
solar heat from seating. Seating
surface temperature has to be
engineering-proved to prevent
condensation on cooled surface
under typical weather condition.

Visual Comfort to Neighborhood
With close vicinity to residential neighborhood, the self-conscious glare
concern drives additional effort in developing reflective glare study for
optimized design of a harmonised façade.
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Place-making - Cultural Identity & Collective Memory
The footbridge of the Project retained the connector functional role of
former Kai Tak airport to worldwide. It links the buildings to the close
neighborhood which the vision is to care about social memory in forms
of the strakes of aero-plane integrated to footbridge profile; but the
ultimate design expands beyond to sustainability of low material &
carbon by no-column design, and extensive ‘floating’ greenery on
bridge to relieve urban heat island impact.
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System recognizes tenant identity and log disposal quantity. Future
green lease and the soon-to-be-launched mandatory waste charging
scheme in Hong Kong are also enabled by this system.

Cost Effective Technology
Internet-of-Things (IoT) together with big data, artificial intelligence and
analytics are embedded to the Project. It converges data sourced from
disparate building systems to a common digital platform which :
• performs Machine-learning intelligence to take consideration about
internal and external factors including climate, footfall data and
analysing historical data of system equipment parameters to evaluate
plant and machine performance.
• Predict energy results suggest for ultimate future operation strategies
to achieve energy conservation
• predictive maintenance as well as fault detection.
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Synchronize with nearby retail and sport center,
smart community mobile apps bring timely mall,
transport frequency, parking lot information to
visitor for enhanced user experience and
effective people flow management and diversion.

Mobile APP

Smart Community
Mobile APP and public
information display
for visitors’ planning
of transportation
means.

Conclusion
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To balance between:
A) minimized solar heat gain
B) maximized view
C) reduced glare impact.
Design development involves:
• Evolution of sophisticated dynamic vertical shading fins
• Lower window-to-wall ratio to 55% with smaller glazing area
• Selection of glazing fulfilling 20% reflectance and solar insulation
requirements
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Automatic Refuse Collection System (ARCS)
Encouraging waste reduction by at sources waste separation for
recycling is strategic for behaviour changing.
ARCS separately collects and stores up general refuse and recyclables
of waste streams including paper, plastic bottles, and metal cans. The
waste disposal and transportation process is no longer smelly & dirty
because it is all enclosed through pipes to storage containers to
facilitate waste sorting.

Area of concern
with people
circulation

Urban Window (Climate Grommet) design facilitates good ventilation across the circulation area. Thermal Sensation Index (TSI)
as indicator of outdoor comfort improved by 12%

In densely populated city, the norm is building up-shoot building to height
limit for maximized leasable area and high rent. But it imposes adverse
effect to surrounding microclimate & comfort and limits common space for
leisure.
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Renewable PV over the Head and below on Ground
To reduce the sole dependence on fuel energy sources, the Project
embraces the use of renewable energy with extensive installation of PV
panels. As a whole PV installation area over 1,500m2 generates
270,000 kwh/year, equivalent to 1% of total building energy.

Solar Photovoltaic (PV) Panels
• PV installation area over 15,000ft 2
• Generate 270,000 kwh/year
• Equivalent to monthly average
electricity consumption of 700 flat
units in Hong Kong

NKIL 6556

Kowloon City

CO2 Reduction

The Project embraces innovative design to complete comprehensive
sustainability for the environment, people and the neighborhood through
CO6 framework to set new edge of sustainable building in the next
generation. This process was driven by Arup integration with members
of the multi-displine design team and asset management teams from
the early stage to realize the client’s vision.
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